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lo Between September 19U8 and the end of November 1950, virt* ally all troops
seen In the streets of Liegnitz (0 52/b 82) v:ere Soviet * Only a few
Polish soldiers, who were apparently on furlough, were observed,. The barracks
installations in the city and about Uo percent of all private dwelling
space were occupied or requisitioned by Soviet military personnel* Almost
all buildings on Tebesiusstrass© , southwest of the railroad station,
housed high-echelon Soviet offices, and a military court* i'arshial 25X1

A

RgfeegggrflBc^nd his family previously lived on this street*

25X1A m^^^^Bthat a Soviet division had moved from V^aldenburg (0 5l/H 07)
to Liegnitz in the summer of 19W* #

2* The former German barracks installation on a ridge of hills southwest of
the city, on the southeast side of the road to Goldberg (0 52/B 71), quartered
Soviet tank troops* Thirty-two tanks -wore seen there on one day in the
summer of 1950* About 25 of them had large bogie wheels and the remainder
had small wheels; the tanks with the smaller bogie wheels were i heavier
type* The guns mounted by both types of tanks projected far beyond the
front*

3o The Grenadier Kasorne on the west side of Grenadierstrasse, the former
Artillerie Kaserne on the northeast side of the road to liaynau (0 52/b 72)
and the former Infanterie Kaserne in the northern sector of liaynau on the
east side of the road to Luebhen (0 52/b 8!i) and south of the railroad
line, were all occupied by Soviet units* Uo details on the type of these
un*ts could he furnished*

lw The Bachrichten Kasorne on Iranelmannstrasse , just north of the airfield,
quartered Soviet Air Force personnel* Polish Air Force personnel occupied
a small barracks building in the billeting area* The Uachrichten Kasorne
was the only installation at the post, as far an source knew, that v/as

partly occupied by Polish military personnel*

5o The former Gorman main ration depot, in the northern sector of the city,
on the v/est side of the road to Luebben and north of the railroad line,
continued to be used as the main ration depot by the Soviets* Another
Soviet ration supply depot was located in the sugar refinery, which was
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60 percent destroyed, on the southwestern corner of the airfield.
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tank
*r;arts and containin£ a tank asr.er.bly dopart-nent had been established by the Soviets in the former Teichert und Sohnfactory on Kai sor.strasne, on the northwestern perimeter of the city,oeyerai Germans working in the factory stated that all parts which were
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a division headquarters from V.aldenburg
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°„®***^^^^* Elements of the division headquarters
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t0 ^ hnve b€en integrated into the Hq northern
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1 rcGG in Liegnitz or into GHQ units of the crouo 0^ PP, . ,
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